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The classical Kantorovich theorem on Newton’s method assumes that the first
  Ž .derivative of the operator involved satisfies a Lipschitz condition  F x 0
Ž .  F y  L x y . In this paper, we weaken this condition, assuming that
  Ž . Ž . Ž . F x  F x   x x for a given point x .  2000 Academic Press0 0 0 0
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X, Y be Banach spaces and F:  X Y a nonlinear once
Frechet differentiable operator in an open convex domain . Let x ´ 0
Ž .1 Ž .and suppose that F x  L Y, X exists at some x , where0 0
Ž .L Y, X is the set of bounded linear operators from Y into X.
The Newton method for solving the equation
F x 	 0 1Ž . Ž .
is defined, starting at x , by0
1x 	 x  F x F x , n
 0, 2Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n
Ž .1 Ž .provided that F x  L Y, X exists for all n
 0.n
Ž .Most authors have studied the convergence of 2 to a solution x* of Eq.
Ž .1 under the original conditions of Kantorovich. These conditions are the
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Ž Ž . .following we denote them by K throughout the paper :
Ž .i F is a Frechet differentiable operator defined on a non-empty´
convex set  included in a Banach space X and with values in another
Banach space Y.
Ž . Ž .1ii There exists a point x  where the operator  	 F x0 0 0
 Ž .is defined and  F x  a.0 0
Ž .   Ž . Ž .  iii  F x  F y  b x y , x, y.0
Ž .iv ab 12.
Ž .v B x , t*  whereŽ .0
'1 1 2 ab
 t*	 and B x , t* 	 x ; x x  t* . 4Ž .0 0b
Ž . Ž .Under conditions K it is proved that Newton’s method 2 converges
Ž .to a solution of Eq. 1 . Further, Kantorovich-type results provide the
regions where the solution is located and where it is unique, along with
error estimates. There is a wide bibliography concerning Newton
Kantorovich results, such as the classical texts of Kantorovich and Akilov
     10 , Ortega and Rheinboldt 11 , or Rall 12 . Some authors have studied
Ž .  different modifications of K for Newton-like methods 46 . These
Ž .changes mainly affect condition iii . Instead of assuming that the deriva-
tive F satisfies a Lipschitz-type condition, results have been obtained
Ž .  when F is a k, p -Holder function 3, 13 or more generally when F¨
satisfies
    F x  F y   x y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0
 where w is a given real function 1, 2 .
Results have also been obtained by assuming a Lipschitz condition on
Ž  .  the second Frechet derivative see 9 . In 8 , Newton’s method is studied´
under the condition
    F x  F x  k x x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .On the other hand, this condition is more restrictive than iii because it
concerns the second derivative instead of the first one. But on the other
hand, the Lipschitz condition is weakened, because one of the points is
fixed.
In this paper, we investigate whether it is possible to weaken condition
Ž .iii , assuming only that
   iii  F x  F x   x x , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
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Ž .where the function  z is continuous and a nondecreasing real function
Ž .for z 0, such that  0 
 0. As we will see, this change also influences
Ž . Ž .conditions iv and v .
Ž . Ž .First, we notice that iii obviously implies iii . However, the reciprocal
Ž . Ž .is not true. So, there are functions satisfying iii but not iii . For
'Ž .  .instance, f x 	 x defined in 	 0, is not a Lipschitz function in .
Ž .Nevertheless, if we take  z 	 z and x 	 1, we obtain0
 x 1'      f x  f x 	 x  1 	  x x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0'1 x
ŽFrom now on, the operator F satisfies the following conditions we
Ž ..denote them by K :
Ž .i F is a Frechet differentiable operator defined on a non-empty´
convex set  included in a Banach space X and with values in another
Banach space Y.
Ž . Ž .1ii There exists a point x  where the operator  	 F x0 0 0
 Ž .is defined and also  F x  a.0 0
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž .iii  F x  F x   x x , x, where the func-0 0 0
Ž .tion  z is continuous and a nondecreasing real function for z 0, such
Ž .that  0 
 0.
Ž .  iv There exists a positive real function h C 0, 1 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž . tz  h t  z , for t 0, 1 and z 0, . There also exists at least
one positive root of the equation
g z 	 1 3M  z a 1 3 z z	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 Ž .where M	 H h t dt. We denote the small positive root of this equation0
by R.
Ž . Ž .v  R  13 and B x , R .Ž .0
Ž .Our goal in this paper is to prove that, under conditions K , Newton’s
Ž .method converges to a solution of F x 	 0. In addition, we give the
domains where the solution is located and where it is unique, along with
error estimates. To do that, we follow a new technique based on the use of
recurrence relations instead of the classical majorizing sequences. Finally,
we illustrate the theoretical results with an application to a nonlinear
integral equation of the Hammerstein type, giving results on the existence
and uniqueness of the solution and approximating it numerically.
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2. THE MAIN RESULT
First at all, we give some technical lemmas.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..1LEMMA 1. Under conditions K , we define f x 	 1  x . Then
k M R f RŽ . Ž .jj11M 2  R f R a 1 aŽ . Ž .Ý ž /ž / 1 2 R f RŽ . Ž .j	1
1 3M  R aŽ . Ž .Ž .
	 	 R .
1 3 RŽ .
Proof. For the inequality, it suffices to calculate the sum of a geometric
Ž . Ž .series with ratio 2 R f R . This ratio is less than one if and only if
Ž . Ž . R  13. The equality holds by iv .
LEMMA 2. Under the notation of the preious lemma, we hae:
Ž .  Ž . Ž .1 There exists  and  F x  f R , n
 1.n n 0
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 2  F x  2 R x  x , n
 2.0 n n n1
Ž .   Ž . Ž . 3 x  x  2 R f R x  x , n
 2.n1 n n n1
Ž .   Ž Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..24 x  x  1M R f R  2 M  R f Rn1 0
n1 Ž Ž . Ž ..n. 2 M  R f R a R, n
 1.
Proof. First, notice that if x B x , R we haveŽ .0
     I  F x 	  F x  F x   x x   R  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
Ž .1Then, F x exists and
11 F x F x  	 f R .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1  RŽ .
 Now, as x  x  a R, then x  B x , R  and we haveŽ .1 0 1 0
 Ž . Ž . Ž .1 F x  f R , with  	 F x . Further, by using Taylor’s formula,1 0 1 1
we obtain
x1
 F x 	  F x   F x x  x   F z  F x dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
x0
1
	  F x  t x  x  F x x  x dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0
1
     t x  x dt x  xŽ .H 1 0 1 0
0
1
    h t dt  R x  x 	M R x  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 0 1 0
0
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and consequently
       x  x   F x  F x M R f R x  x . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
So, by Lemma 1,
       x  x  x  x  x  x  1M R f R x  xŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 2 1 1 0 1 0
 1M R f R a R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Second, it is possible to go on with the process because x2
1Ž . B x , R . So,  	 F x exists andŽ .0 2 2
  F x  f R .Ž . Ž .2 0
ŽIn addition, as in the previous step and taking into account that x  t x1 2
. x  B x , R , we haveŽ .1 0
  F x 	  F x   F x x  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 0 1 0 1 2 1
x2
  F z  F x dzŽ . Ž .H 0 1
x1
1
	  F x  t x  x  F x  F x  F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 1 2 1 0 0 1
0
 x  x dtŽ .2 1
  2 R x  x .Ž . 2 1
So,
       x  x   F x  F x  2 R f R x  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 2 0 0 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .and finally, by applying Lemma 1 3 and 4 ,
     x  x  x  x  x  x3 0 3 2 2 0
  2 R f R x  x  1M R f R aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1
2 1M R f R  2 M  R f R a R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . .
The rest of the proof follows inductively. Let us assume that the
conditions of the lemma are true for 1, . . . , n 1. As x  B x , R ,Ž .n 0
then  exists and furthermoren
  F x  f R .Ž . Ž .n 0
Next, we have
    F x  2 R x  x . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n n n1
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Now, take into account that
 x  xn n1
     F x  F xŽ . Ž .n1 0 0 n1
n2    2 R f R x  x  2 R f R x  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n1 n2 2 1
n2 n1n2 2 R f R M R f R a	 2 M  R f R a.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
6Ž .
Ž .  Consequently, from 5 and x  x  R, it follows thatn 0
       x  x   F x  F x  2 R f R x  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n 0 0 n n n1
Ž .and finally, from 6 and the previous lemma,
     x  x  x  x  x  xn1 0 n1 n n 0
2 1M R f R  2 M  R f RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
n1n2 2 M  R f R aŽ . Ž .Ž . .
  2 R f R x  xŽ . Ž . n n1
2 1M R f R  2 M  R f RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
nn1 2 M  R f R a R .Ž . Ž .Ž . .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Under conditions K we hae that Newton’s method 2
Ž .conerges to a solution x* of the equation F x 	 0. Also x* is unique in
B x , R .Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. From Lemma 2 5 and 6 , it follows that 2 is a Cauchy
sequence,
 x  xnm n
    x  x   x  xnm nm1 n1 n
         F x  F x    F x  F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nm1 0 0 nm1 n 0 0 n
nm1
  f R  F xŽ . Ž .Ý 0 j
j	n
nm1
j2   2 R f R 2 R f R x  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 1
j	n
nm1
jj1 2  R f R Ma.Ž . Ž .Ýž /j	n
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 4 Ž .Then x converges. Let x* be the limit. By letting k  in 5 , wen
Ž .obtain F x* 	 0.
Ž .To show the uniqueness, let y* be another solution of 1 in B x , R .Ž .0
Then
x*
0	  F x*  F y* 	  F z dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H0 0
y*
1
	  F y* t x* y* dt x* y* .Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
0
1 Ž Ž ..We will now prove that the operator P	 H  F y* t x* y* dt is0 0
invertible, and consequently x*	 y*,
1
 I P 	  F y* t x* y*  F x dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0 0
0
1
   y* t x* y*  x dt  R  1.Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
0
3. AN EXAMPLE
Let us illustrate the previous results with an example. We consider the
integral equation
b 11nu s 	 f s  	 G s, t u t dt , n. 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž .  Here, f is a given continuous function satisfying f s  0, s a, b , 	 is
 a real number, and the kernel G is continuous and positive in a, b 
 a, b .
Ž .For instance, when G s, t is the Green kernel, the corresponding
integral equation is equivalent to the boundary value problem
u 	 	u11 n ,½ u a 	 f a , u b 	 f b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 These kinds of problems have been also treated in 13 .
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Ž .Equations like 7 are a type of generalization of equations of the form
b n
u s 	 	 G s, t u t dt , n,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
 studied by Davis 7 .
Ž . Ž .Instead of 7 we can try to solve the equation F u 	 0 where
       F :  C a, b  C a, b , 	 u C a, b ; u s 
 0, s a, b , 4Ž .
and
b 11nF u s 	 u s  f s  	 G s, t u t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
The norm we consider is the max-norm.
The derivative F is defined by
b 1nF u  s 	 s  	 1 1n G s, t u t  t dt ,   .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
First of all, we notice that F does not satisfy a Lipschitz-type condition in
    Ž . Ž .. Let us consider, for instance, a, b 	 0, 1 , G s, t 	 1 and y t 	 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then F y  s 	 s and
1 1n   F x  F y 	 	 1 1n x t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
If F were a Lipschitz function, then
   F x  F y  L x y ,Ž . Ž . 1
or equivalently, the inequality
1 1nx t dt L max x s , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2
 s 0, 10
would hold for all x and for a constant L . But this is not true.2
Consider, for example, the functions
t
 x t 	 , j
 1, t 0, 1 .Ž .j j
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Ž .If these are substituted into 8 ,
1 L2 11 n  j  L 1 1n , 
 j
 1.Ž .21 n jj 1 1nŽ .
This inequality is not true when j .
Ž .Therefore, conditions K do not hold in this case. However, conditions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K are fulfilled. To show this, let x t 	 f t and 	min f s ,0 sa, b 
Ž . 0 . Then, for  ,
F x  F x Ž . Ž .0
1 b 1n 1n 	 	 1 max G s, t x t  f t  t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /n  s a , b a
1
  	 1ž /n
 G s, t x t  f tŽ . Ž . Ž .b
  max dt  .H Ž . Ž . Ž .1nn1 n n2 n n1 n s a , b a x t  x t f t  f tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence,
 	 1 1nŽ . b
 F x  F x  max G s, t dt x xŽ . Ž . Ž .H0 0Žn1. n  s a , b a
  K x x , 9Ž .0
Ž  Ž . Žn1. n. b Ž .where K	 	 1 1n  N and N	max H G s, t dt.sa, b  a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, for  z 	 Bz and h t 	 1, the conditions K can be written as
follows:
Ž .i F is a Frechet differentiable operator defined on a non-empty´
convex set  included in a Banach space X and with values in another
Banach space Y.
Ž . Ž .1ii There exists a point x  where the operator  	 F x0 0 0
 Ž .is defined and also  F x  a.0 0
Ž .   Ž . Ž .  iii  F x  F x  B x x , x.0 0 0
'Ž . Ž .iv h	 aB 14 4 6 25	 0.1680816 . . . .
Ž .v B x , R  whereŽ .0
2'2 5h 2 5h  48hŽ .
R	 . 10Ž .
12 B
Ž .Notice that condition iv guarantees that R is a real number.
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Then, as a consequence of the main theorem, we can state the following
Ž .result on Eq. 7 .
Ž .COROLLARY 4. Let us consider integral equation 7 and define 	
Ž . Ž .min f s , 	max f s andsa, b  sa, b 
b
N	 max G s, t dt.Ž .H
 s a , b a
If the following conditions hold:
Ž .  Ž . 1 n1 	 1 1n  N 1,
Ž .2 aB 0.1680816 . . . , where
  11 n  	  N 	 1 1n NŽ .
a	 , B	 ,1 n 11 n 1 n   1 	 1 1n  N  1 	 1 1n  NŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 R  , with R gien by 10 , then 7 has a solution, which is
unique in B x , R .Ž .0
Proof. We have just to prove that the conditions of Theorem 3 are
 fulfilled. First, we obtain a bound for  . By the hypothesis, we have0
    1 nI F x  	 1 1n  N 1,Ž . Ž .0
so
1
   . 11Ž .0 1 n 1 	 1 1n  NŽ .
 Ž .   11 n Ž .As F x  	  N, we deduce an expression for a. In addition, 90
Ž .together with 11 gives the expression for B.
Finally, the third condition guarantees that if u B x , R , thenŽ .0
u t 
 x t  R	 f t  R
  R
 0Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and then u.
Now, we carry out a numerical study of one of the equations appearing
Ž .     Ž .in 7 . Let us consider, for example, a, b 	 0, 1 , n	 2, f s 	 1, and
Ž .Green’s kernel, G s, t . In this case, 	 	 1 and N	 18. Therefore
6	2
aB	 ,216 3	Ž .
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 and h 0.1680816 . . . for all 	 	 , 	 where 
	 	5.37871 . . . , 	 	 1.78279 . . . . 
Ž .For these values of 	 the condition R  , with R given in 10 , holds.
For the particular value 		 1 we obtain that the solution is located in
Ž . 4the band x, y ; 1 R y 1 R with R	 0.2354 . . . . To obtain the
solution numerically we use a GaussLegendre formula to approximate an
integral
m11
h t dt  h t ,Ž . Ž .ÝH j j20 j	1
Ž .where the weights  and the knots t are tabulated see Table I .j j
Ž .So if we denote by x the approximation of u t , the integral equationi i
1 32u s 	 1 G s, t u t dt 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
becomes a nonlinear system
n
32x 	 1 a x , i	 1, . . . , m , 13Ž .Ýi i j j
j	1
where
 t t  1 2 if j i ,Ž .j j i
a 	i j ½  t t  1 2 if j i .Ž .j i j
This system can be written in matrix form as
x	 1 Ax32 ,
Ž .T Ž .T Ž . 32where x 	 x , . . . , x , 1 	 1, . . . , 1 , A 	 a , and x 	1 n i j
Ž 32 32 .Tx , . . . , x .1 n
Ž .The matrix associated with the linear operator F x is
3 32 32F x 	 I A  diag x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž .1 n2
TABLE I
Ž .Weights and Knots in the GaussLegendre Formula m	 8
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t 0.0198 0.10167 0.23727 0.4083 0.5917 0.76277 0.8983 0.9801j
 0.1012 0.2238 0.3137 0.3627 0.3627 0.3137 0.2238 0.1012j
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TABLE II
Ž .Numerical Solution of System 13
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
x 0.9911 0.9587 0.9192 0.8930 0.8930 0.9192 0.9587 0.9911i
Ž .FIG. 1. Approximate solution of 12 .
So, starting with x Ž0., Newton’s iterates can be calculated in the following
way:
Ž . Ž Žk .. Žk . Ž Žk ..1 Solve F x z 	F x ;
Ž . Žk1. Žk . Žk .2 Define x 	 x  x .
Ž0. Ž .TFor m	 8 and starting with x 	 1, . . . , 1 , we obtain the approxi-
mate solution given in Table II.
Ž .The interpolating function passing through t , x , i	 1, . . . , 8, is ani i
Ž . Ž .approximate solution of the integral equation 12 see Fig. 1 .
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